U rban soils have long presented a challenge to the soil scientist. Many heavily urbanized sites have been repeatedly excavated, admixed, cut, fi lled, and graded over to the point where they look like dirt and debris mixed up in a blender and pressed with a giant trash compactor. When there's seemingly no rhyme or reason to a site, the soils can be diffi cult to map and their study may call for some unconventional approaches.
In Detroit, however, soil scientist and geologist Jeff rey L. Howard is fi nding that some of the city's vacant lots and demolition do provide a surprising "natural laboratory" for studying certain processes involved in soil formation, particularly the weathering of rocky and mineral objects within the soil layers.
Howard has been analyzing soil pits in the heart of the Motor City since the early 1990s, when he fi rst dug an experimental pit on the site of a demolished building a few blocks away from his offi ce at Wayne State University. Despite the urban sett ing, he was surprised to notice the similarity between the chunks of mortar and iron nails weathering there and the rocky and mineral materials that undergo oxidation, leaching, erosion, and other weathering processes in naturally occurring soils.
But unlike with natural soils, which may develop over thousands of years, Howard can date the processes in his "natural laboratory" much more narrowly by digging at sites where a dated cornerstone or other historical record can tell him exactly how long those processes have been taking place.
"With an urban soil, we know what 'time zero' is," Howard says. "We don't know that as well in nature." If he's working on a vacant lot where the building was demolished in 1969, for example, "that's when the soil started to form." Geologically, Detroit is an ancient lakebed atop 15 stories worth of glacial till, but as a city, its "time zero" begins in 1701, when Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac secured the area for France by building Fort Pontchartrain beside the strait joining Lakes Erie and Huron.
By 1950, it was a city of 1.85 million, a world leader from the Industrial Revolution through World War II at building everything from ships to railroad cars to automobiles to B-24 bombers. Today, thanks in part to a shriveled urban job market and a robust network of freeways leading out to the suburbs, the population has become outwardly mobile, with more than 5 million living in the greater metropolitan area while the city itself has shrunk to around 700,000.
Having vast tracts of vacant land is a problem for Detroit as a city, but it does provide many sites for studying urban soils
This dramatic contraction has left thousands of surplus houses, aban doned factories, empty offi ce buildings and crumbling landmarks in its wake Though the downtown boasts new casi nos and sports arenas, an estimated 40 square miles of city land is now vacantnearly 30% of the city's total area-and every year more buildings are marked for demolition than the city budget can absorb. Pheasants, opossums, and wild turkeys are reportedly making their homes in what once were backyards, and the current mayor has set a goal of taking down 10,000 houses during his term.
Soils Display Surprising Order
Having vast tracts of vacant land is a problem for Detroit as a city, but it does give Howard many suitable research sites. He and his team have dug soil pits in anonymous corner lots off Woodward Avenue as well as at some of Detroit's most cherished and iconic locations including the Michigan Central train sta tion and the Brewster-Douglass housing complex, once home to Motown legends Smokey Robinson, the Supremes, and the Temptations.
